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* NOTICES *

, This document has been—d by compute, So the translation ma, no, reflect the original precisely.

2**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[Stria, Application, this invention reia.es .0 .he method of storing energy, this invention relates to the

Sodl of stonng the energy from hydrogen espeoally.

S^Uofthe Prior Artmecarh—
grade which produces change of the

of the Intergovernmental Panel on

serious weather change by greenhouse effec According
;

to 1m P
Conference in Geneva in

C
o"tTS8

/

CN—g^ZSZES^ carbon dioxide content, ,t is a thing that the

SrsS ofaSSi.^^Th^n^omp ete, performed purely although using

[0003] It is because it, that is^saZl^^ZZ7SJLitton several years ago was already

reySWen, storage and handU
Jj^™^which can be sold in large quantMes as fue.

^^:^of;Z^T£m-i Considered, the aforementioned compound the

first -- a methanol - or it is methane again

[0005] u T t
.rtnlThp technical problem that the method for storing the hydrogen

s5SESS SiSSS- and de^e^mg^U^^
^^il^Hirated is imposed onjhjsjm^^.

[Es for Solving the Problem, According^—£-J—J-~£ ^c.or!tmis

ike under the usual conditions as everyone know .
Unlike mis

,

a ^ drogen 1S that

=atlS^^^

however although surely combustion of a 1^ (̂

l ôx ide of greenhouse gas (Treibhausgas) again, a

this from an environmental side at least produce ^
he g

rocess, for^rnple, fossil fuel

carbon dioxide is obtained from the exhaust gas rf aw her com j
combustion plant, consequently a Zr^m^ and a methanol in this reactor by

[0009] In this case, r^sunzin^ a carbon^^£^^4^ t0 a mermal reactor, under existence of a

upplying the carbo^Tdi» andhydrogenioi a

?^
n
|Xomer method is indicated by the Federal Republic

caSyst, it is changed into a methanol^J^^2^^ification. In the publication of the



can be used for it as an
ich uses static dischargP. Py™»"5 =

comparatively slight

Ss— of a

tse of

5—e

"^^^hWo*

a hydrogen sulfide has the advantage
on a drawmg .

P The embodiment of the method by
^ e iec,rical energy

^^^^
in photovoltaics

equipment (boia
is equipment 3. Th pr°«

(coal> natura gas

Lroleum) encoded by
re ABB Lumtnus Crest, 12141 W™ff"Uicated and illustrated in the

has equipment (it is weuti / ftom Flue uas wm

Verbrauchern) 8, for example Y^J^ b>drawing2 ,
a^^^1^ ^

iTmeXSnr^ offers, structure and a

™ed separately and, unlike ft, ,
hydrogen

' l invcntion is illustrated in

"operating method
**»« m what '^thod ByTEhydtogen ene

g,
^sto age ft ^ hyar„ge„ for



the hydroge

[Translation done.]


